Seasons of No-Till Gardening for Life

How Can We Create Self-Sustaining Gardens That…
Eliminate machinery and fossil fuel use, reduce labor of weeding, conserve water, and minimize need for additional fertilizers? The Self-Sustaining Cardboard Garden is one solution.

You can put down cardboard anytime of the year. Worms and microbes decompose cardboard year round, leaving well-aerated and worm-casting rich soil in its place. If you put cardboard on a new area or existing garden at the end of the season in the fall, it will be largely decomposed by the time spring comes, easy to dibble through or dig holes in for seedlings.
One can also put down cardboard in early or late spring for the:

Insta Garden Approach for Seedlings
1) Lay large pieces of cardboard (sheets or well flattened boxes) down to create a nice size, 16 x 16 or so is good for an abundant garden yet manageable. Cover with mulch hay, or well-rotted leaves, to cover and hold down cardboard. If a windy season, water the cardboard well to make it heavy and stay in place.

2) When ready to plant seedlings, use a utility knife to cut holes in the cardboard spaced appropriately for whatever you are planting (e.g., broccoli can be 18” apart while tomatoes 3’ apart). Make each hole about 6” to 1’ in diameter, again, depending on size of plant. A clothesline strung between pieces of rebar pounded into the ground helps make your holes fall in a nice line.

3) Shovel out existing soil in each hole and replace with, or mix with good quality, fully decomposed, rich compost (we like chicken compost).

4) Put a transplant in each hole, and water in. You can always plant part of your garden with cool weather crops (kales, broccoli, chard) in late spring, then make holes for and add hot weather crops in early June.

This same technique can be followed if you put down cardboard in the fall; it will simply be easier to make holes as in step 2—use a shovel or your hands instead of a knife. You may need to add more cardboard around your holes and mulch with more straw to keep garden weed free all summer.

To sow and grow greens using Insta Garden approach:
Lay cardboard down to make a bed approximately 3 feet wide and as long as you wish. Cover cardboard with at least 6-8” of well composted soil. To conserve high quality compost, use lesser quality soil/compost on the bottom 3-4 “, then finer quality for the top 3-4 “. Gently rake the top of your bed smooth. Water the bed. Scatter sow greens seeds (your choice of Asian greens, spinach, lettuce, arugula, etc…). Gently water seeds. Cover with light layer of compost. Water again. This approach will require careful attention to watering while plants are growing due to the cardboard barrier (Until the cardboard layer is decomposed). You can add protection to your greens bed in early spring or late fall using a floating row cover sometimes called “Remay,” available in various grades, which lets light and rain in, but keeps bugs like flea beetles out, and also keeps greens warmer in cool weather.

In your second year after an Insta-Garden:
The sod has broken down your soil is more fertile and alive with worm castings, and just some tape remains from the boxes. Then, you can make raised beds and plant, and also continue to put cardboard on beds for a self-sustaining garden.
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